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 VIRGINIA'S LEADING VOICE ON SEXUAL & DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
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As an advocacy organization, we provide the expertise
needed to ensure an effective response.

As an service provider, we offer people resources for
making informed choices.

As an membership organization, we build diverse
alliances across the state.

We train professionals and ensure that Sexual & Domestic Violence Agencies across
Virginia meet standards that affirm/safeguard quality responses to survivors.

Our public policy work builds relationships with key decision makers to strengthen state
laws that help make victims safer and hold offenders accountable.

We share our fresh ideas and effective tools to address root causes of violence, recognizing
that violence will always exist where oppression is present. Our prevention work promotes
healthy communities and relationships so that violence doesn't happen in the first place.

We operate the statewide Virginia Family Violence & Sexual Assault Hotline, LGBTQ Partner
Abuse & Sexual Assault Helpline, and PREA Hotline (for incarcerated individuals who have
experienced sexual violence) and develop resources for 
Virginia communities.
 
We operate the Project for Empowerment of Survivors (PES) to offer trauma-informed 
legal information, advice, and referrals to callers from Virginia who are experiencing 
sexual or intimate partner violence, dating violence, human trafficking and hate crimes.

We offer support and safety planning to people in crisis, friends and families, and 
professionals. Our advocates provide a lifeline to survivors so they can reclaim their lives. 

We create an inclusive network of agencies, individuals, task forces and caucuses to speak
in a unified and powerful voice. 

We are survivors, advocates, attorneys, law enforcement, health professionals, educators,
and community members. We are stronger because of our diversity, and we believe in one
principle: everyone deserves to live a life free of violence.

1411 West Main Street
Richmond, VA 23220
Phone 804.377.0335
info@vsdvalliance.org
www.vsdvalliance.org
@VActionAlliance

Virginia Statewide Hotline
Voice: 1.800.838.8238 
Text: 804.793.9999
Chat: www.vadata.org/chat

LGBTQ Partner Abuse &
Sexual Assault Helpline
Voice: 1.866.356.6998
Text: 804.793.9999
Chat: www.vadata.org/chat

Resources 
Training
Data Collection
Public Policy
Prevention

Virginia’s leading voice 
on sexual and 
domestic violence 
for over 40 years.



What we do?

BACKGROUND 

In recent years, the Virginia General
Assembly has recognized the incredible
risk that firearms pose to survivors of
sexual and domestic violence by enacting
laws that prohibit the purchase, transport,
and possession of firearms by those who
commit violence as well as those who
exhibit significant risk factors for violence
against themselves or others in the
community. As Virginia’s leading voice on
sexual and domestic violence, the Action
Alliance supports policies to remove
firearms from these dangerous and
potentially lethal situations while giving
advocates, systems partners, and courts
the additional tools needed in order to
effectively enforce these measures and to
ensure safety for survivors, their families,
and the broader community. 

 

While changing the law is certainly an
important tool in our toolbox, it is a
strategy that can only be effective if
advocates and communities know how to
properly implement and enforce them. For
example, in 2016, Virginia passed
landmark bipartisan legislation making it a
Class 6 felony for any person subject to a
final 2-year protective order for family
abuse (Va.Code Ann. §16.1-279.1) to
possess a firearm while that order is in
effect. However, a number of factors,
including a lack of awareness of the new
law, inability to properly implement, and
in some communities, a lack of political
willingness to adopt reforms regarding
firearms restrictions all resulted in very
few Virginia localities upholding and
practicing that law, even years after its
initial passage. So what was the lesson
here? Education, collaboration, and the
availability of implementation
resources are arguably more important
than the laws themselves when it
comes to successfully preventing
intimate partner homicide in
communities.

Firearms restrictions and protective order laws have been rapidly
changing in Virginia

Education, collaboration, and
implementation are arguably 
more important than the laws
themselves when it comes to
successfully preventing intimate
partner homicide in
communities.
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This toolkit is intended to provide you with a starting place —
with the knowledge and resources necessary in order to
successfully implement the law and cultivate safety 
for survivors and communities. Under the section 
titled “Recommendations and Best Practices for
Professionals”, you will find distinct and 
separate tools to support Advocates, 
Respondents, Judges, Law 
Enforcement, and Coordinated
Community Response 
Teams.

INTRODUCTION

This toolkit is the result of ongoing efforts by the Virginia Sexual & Domestic Violence
Action Alliance (Action Alliance), and a product of Virginia’s Domestic Violence &
Firearms Workgroup which includes representatives from Virginia’s Office of the
Attorney General, the Office of the Executive Secretary, the Department of Criminal
Justice Services, Virginia Victim Assistance Network, Fairfax County Sexual &
Domestic Violence Services, Loudoun Abused Women’s Shelter, Project Horizon, City
of Richmond Police Department, the Carol Adams Foundation, City of Alexandria
Sexual Assault Center & Domestic Violence Program, YWCA Richmond, the Johns
Hopkins University Center for Gun Violence Solutions, and the Giffords Law Center.
Several Virginia-based Juvenile and Domestic Relations Court Judges and content
experts provided technical guidance as needed. The general purpose of this
workgroup is to promote a better understanding of the intersections of domestic
violence and firearms, to determine opportunities for education and the prevention of
firearms-related intimate partner homicide, and to continue to build best practices in
policy and program implementation at the local, state, and federal levels.

VIRGINIA DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
& FIREARMS WORKGROUP

WWW.VSDVALLIANCE.ORG
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In recent years, the Virginia General Assembly has recognized the risk that firearms pose
to victims of domestic violence by enacting laws that prohibit the purchase, transport, or
possession of firearms when a person is subject to a final 2-year protective order and/or
when a person is convicted of misdemeanor domestic violence. As Virginia’s leading voice
on sexual and domestic violence, the Action Alliance supports policies that enact
measures to remove firearms from dangerous and potentially lethal situations and provide
courts and systems partners with additional tools to enforce these measures to protect
victims, their families, and the broader community.

GUNS & DOMESTIC VIOLENCE:
A LETHAL COMBINATION
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GUNS & DOMESTIC VIOLENCE

What are the connections between guns and domestic violence?

Intimate partner homicide makes up nearly a third of all fatal homicide events in Virginia. 
In 2018, the Virginia Office of the Chief Medical Examiner (OCME) reported that intimate partner
homicide represented 32% of all homicides in Virginia. It is also reported that 83% of these
homicides occurred in the home.

Most intimate partner homicides in Virginia are committed with the use of a firearm. 
In 2018, OCME reported that most victims of intimate partner homicide were women (74.5%) and
were killed using a firearm (65.5%), a trend that has remained consistent since the inception of
Virginia’s Family and Intimate Partner Homicide Surveillance Project in 1999.

Guns are frequently used in non-fatal domestic violence. 
A study by the Harvard School of Public Health concluded that “hostile gun displays against family
members are more common than gun use in self-defense, and that these are acts of domestic
violence directed against victims.” According to a 2018 medical study, “about 4.5 million women
have had an intimate partner threaten them with a gun and nearly 1 million have been shot or shot
at by an intimate partner.”
 

Is it evidence-based for victims to carry or obtain firearms for self-
defense?

No. Evidence does not support the theory that introducing a firearm into volatile situations
— where a history of domestic violence exists — makes victims and their families safer. 
On the contrary, the presence of a gun, regardless of who owns it, makes it five times more likely
that homicide will occur — in fact, gun access is the strongest risk factor for victims of domestic
violence to be killed by an intimate partner. 

| 9 |
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GUNS & DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
Handguns have not been correlated with increased victim safety. 
A 2003 study found that women who were murdered were more likely, not less likely, to have
purchased a handgun in the three years prior to their deaths, in direct contradiction to the idea
that a handgun has a protective effect against homicide.
 

Expecting potential victims to arm themselves puts the onus of prevention in the wrong place.
The focus on arming victims is a dated and illegitimate self-defense strategy that focuses on changing
the behavior of potential victims to reduce the risk of violence, rather than focusing on preventing
perpetration and holding offenders accountable. It is also rooted in the myth that the greatest risk
comes from strangers rather than intimate partners, family members, and other people known to the
victim.

What happens when domestic violence victims use firearms to defend
themselves?

Victims of domestic violence are routinely sentenced to long prison terms when they are
forced to defend their lives and the lives of their children with the use of a firearm. 
A study by the New York State Division of Criminal Justice Services found that 93% of the women
convicted of killing an intimate partner had been abused by that partner.  

Women of color often face harsher penalties for defending themselves against abusive
partners and protecting their children. Case in point: Marissa Alexander was sentenced to 20
years in prison for firing a single shot near her abusive husband. She testified he had physically
abused her and that on that day threatened to kill her. No one was injured, but a jury convicted her
in 12 minutes.
 

People react to crisis differently. Victims of sexual and domestic violence, like all people, may
experience a variety of reactions to life-threatening situations, ranging from mobilizing to
immobilizing reactions. The implicit directive to “fight back” by using a firearm to defend oneself
may not be an option available to all trauma survivors in a physiological sense. The complexity of
the situation is compounded in cases where the threatening person is a friend and/or intimate
partner, where children may be present, or where fear of the abuser immobilizes a victim.

WWW.VSDVALLIANCE.ORG
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GUNS & DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
Are there connections
between mass shootings
and domestic and sexual
violence?

Yes. Domestic violence often
leaves the confines of the home
becoming violence in our
communities. A 2021 study
published by Columbia University's
Center for Injury Epidemiology
found that in 68.2% of mass
shootings, the perpetrator either
killed a partner or family member
or had a history of domestic
violence. 
 
Furthermore, these domestic
violence related mass shootings are
associated with an overall higher
fatality rate than non-domestic
violence related mass shootings. 

These connections have prompted
many states to require judges
issuing final 2-year protective
orders to obtain certification from a
respondent, affirming their
understanding that firearms
possession for the duration of an
order is a violation of state and
federal law. 

The assumption and message that guns save
lives not only contradicts what we know about
the dynamics of sexual and domestic violence,
but it also contradicts the best available
research evidence and public health strategies
to prevent violence.

F I R E A R M S  R E S T R I C T I O N S
&  P R O T E C T I V E  O R D E R S
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Common Legal Terminology

This section is intended to serve as a reference point or baseline for those using this toolkit. 
It includes common legal terminology used in Virginia’s courtrooms and by system partners 
as well as the firearms restrictions that are currently outlined in Virginia code. Because the law
frequently changes, it may be helpful to reference relevant code sections (linked below) 
pertaining to prohibitions on firearms purchase, transport, and possession in Virginia. 

Roles

Advocate — That’s YOU!!! An advocate may work for a local domestic or sexual violence program.
Some jurisdictions have hired their own advocates who are not associated with a local domestic or
sexual violence program to assist victims with obtaining services. Some law enforcement agencies
hire advocates to assist victims, too. There are Victim/Witness Advocates, often housed in the
Commonwealth’s Attorney’s Office or the local law enforcement agency’s office, who are available
to assist victims as they navigate the criminal justice system. Some Victim/Witness Advocates only
help victims who are involved in criminal cases. Others will assist them with obtaining services in
civil matters, such as protective orders, too. 

Bailiff — A law enforcement officer who is responsible for court safety. Often the bailiff will
announce the entrance of the judge or take evidence from lawyers for the judge or a witness to
examine. 

Clerk — A court employee who helps the judge with paperwork and research. If the clerk is the
judge’s clerk, that person is usually a lawyer, often fresh from law school. If the clerk is at the
Clerk’s Office in the General District (GDC) or Juvenile and Domestic Relations (JDR) Court, that
person is usually not a lawyer, but an administrative employee of the Court and manages
paperwork either at the Clerk’s Office or in the judge’s courtroom. If the clerk is the head clerk of
the Circuit Court, they are elected to that position. 

UNDERSTANDING VIRGINIA LAW
AND FIREARMS RESTRICTIONS

WWW.VSDVALLIANCE.ORG
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COMMON LEGAL TERMS
Commonwealth’s Attorney/Prosecutor — The lawyer responsible for prosecuting the
crime against the defendant. Because the government is the party bringing the case in a
criminal matter, the Commonwealth’s Attorney represents the Commonwealth of Virginia,
not the victim. The prosecutors who handle domestic or sexual violence matters are
usually not the elected Commonwealth’s Attorney for a particular jurisdiction, but an
Assistant Commonwealth’s Attorney (ACA). 

Court Reporter — The court employee who types up a record of everything anybody
says in the courtroom while the judge is present. JDR and GDC courts are not courts of
record in Virginia. Accordingly, in 37 civil cases, court reporters are not present in those
courts unless the parties have arranged for and paid for them in advance. Court reporters
are always present in criminal cases. 

Defendant (or Respondent) — This term is important, especially in the criminal context.
It refers to the person who has been charged with a crime in a criminal case. In a civil
case such as a divorce, it refers to the person who has been sued. In protective order
matters, however, instead of “Plaintiff” and “Defendant,” the terms are “Petitioner” and
“Respondent,” respectively. 

Intake Officer — Intake Officers are only in the JDR Court Services Unit, which is
operated by the Virginia Department of Juvenile Justice, not the Office of the Executive
Secretary of the Supreme Court of Virginia, which manages the other court employees,
including the judge and most of the clerks. An Intake Officer in the JDR court will help a
victim who has a family or household member relationship to her abuser, or who is a
minor, fill out the paperwork necessary to request a Preliminary Protective Order (“PPO”)
and/or a two-year Protective Order (“PO”). The General District Court (“GDC”) does not
have an intake officer. For that reason, GDC petitioners should consider using I-CAN! in
order to complete the paperwork necessary to file for a Non-Family Abuse Protective
Order in GDC Court. 

Interpreter — If the victim, the alleged abuser, or any witnesses do not understand
English or are deaf or hard of hearing, they should arrange to have an interpreter in the
courtroom ahead of time.

WWW.VSDVALLIANCE.ORG
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Judge — The person in charge of the courtroom. The judge will make all the decisions about what
the law means. In some trials, the judge, not a jury, will also decide if the defendant is guilty of a
crime or liable for a civil wrong. In divorce, custody and child support matters, the judge will make
all the final decisions – there are no juries in these types of cases. The judge should be treated
with respect at all times and addressed as “Your Honor” or “Judge.” 

Juror — In criminal or civil cases, somebody often needs to decide a question of fact. In a criminal
trial, the question is usually whether the defendant committed the crime. In a full protective order
hearing or a divorce matter, the person deciding these questions will be the judge. There are no
juries in protective order, divorce, custody or other types of civil matters such as these. In a
criminal case, the defendant may choose to have a jury decide the facts. In felony cases, 20
prospective jurors are called with a final jury of 12. In misdemeanor cases, 13 jurors are called with
a final jury of 7.

Law Enforcement — A law enforcement officer is a police officer. A law enforcement officer may
work for the local police department, the Sheriff’s Office and/or be assigned to address court
security in the courthouse. A law enforcement officer is responsible for activities such as
investigating crimes and serving court documents.

Magistrate — A magistrate is a kind of judge who makes decisions about a limited type of
emergency action. They are usually lawyers. Magistrates can issue emergency protective orders
and warrants and can set the terms for bond and bail. 

Petitioner — The person who brings the protective order case (i.e., the survivor or victim). 

Plaintiff — The person who brings a suit in a civil case (except in protective order cases where the
person filing is the petitioner). When a survivor files for a divorce, he/she/they are the plaintiff. 

Public Defender — The Public Defender is the free attorney assigned to a criminal defendant who
cannot afford to hire a private attorney to defend them. 

Respondent — The person who allegedly abused the survivor in a civil case like a protective
order.

.

COMMON LEGAL TERMS
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COURTS

Circuit Court — The Circuit Courts are where
felony trials happen in Virginia, as well as
misdemeanor appeals. If your case is in Circuit
Court, you probably will want to have an
attorney represent you. Circuit Courts are
open courts, and they are courts of record,
which means that there is a court reporter who
types a transcript of everything said while the
judge is present. The Circuit Court is also
where divorce hearings are held. There are no
juries for divorce hearings in Civil Court.

General District Court (“GDC”) — GDC is
the first level court in the Virginia system. It is
an open court, which means that anybody can
sit in the courtroom and watch the
proceedings. The district courts hear Non-
Family Abuse Protective Order hearings
(unless one of the parties is a minor), traffic
violations, and some misdemeanor crimes. It is
not a court of record, which means that there
is no court reporter and no transcript of what
people say unless the parties have arranged
beforehand to pay for a court reporter. There
is no jury in a GDC civil matter.

Juvenile and Domestic Relations Court
(“JDR”) — JDR Courts are special courts that
handle cases in which one of the parties is a
minor (younger than 18 years old), or in which
the subject of the case is a family matter (e.g.,
custody, visitation, or child support). These
courts will hear all Family Abuse Protective
Orders, as well as Non-Family Abuse
Protective Orders in which one of the parties
is a minor. They are usually closed courts,
which means that only the people involved in
the case can sit in the courtroom. (For
instance, before starting a protective order
hearing, the judge may ask the people in the
courtroom who are not either the petitioner,
the respondent or the attorneys to leave the
courtroom. Even if a person is a witness for
either the petitioner or the respondent, the
judge may ask that witness to leave the
courtroom; so, their testimony is not biased by
what they hear of the proceedings.) It is not a
court of record, which means that there is no
court reporter and no transcript of what
people say unless the parties have arranged
beforehand to pay for a court reporter. 
There is no jury in a JDR civil matter.

COMMON LEGAL TERMS
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CRIMES

Felony — Felonies are crimes for which the punishment is no less than one year in prison, and a
fine up to $100,000. Code § 18.2-10.

Misdemeanor — Misdemeanors are crimes for which the punishment is no more than one year in
jail, and a fine of not more than $2,500 (either or both) for Class 1 misdemeanors; no more than
one year in jail and a fine of not more than $1,000 (either or both) for Class 2 misdemeanors; a fine
of no more than $500 for Class 3 misdemeanor; and a fine of no more than $250 for Class 4
misdemeanors. Code § 18.2-11.

OTHER TERMS

Affidavit — An affidavit is a signed declaration of facts from a person who takes an oath of
truthfulness in the presence of an official who is authorized by law to administer that oath. For
purposes of immigration visas, affidavits are the story of the victim in his own voice, written down
and signed by the victim. 

Bail — In a criminal case, the money or property that the court will often require that a defendant
give the court to let him out of jail before the trial begins. 

Bond — This is a promise, often secured by the use of bail money, that a defendant will return to
court for all future appearances. 

Burden of Proof (related to “Standard of Evidence” below) — In a civil case such as a protective
order, the victim (the petitioner) has the burden of proving that the abuser (the respondent)
committed an act of violence, force, or threat against the victim by a “preponderance of the
evidence.” In a criminal case such as a trial to determine if the abuser (defendant) committed the
misdemeanor crime of domestic violence, the prosecutor (usually an Assistant Commonwealth’s
Attorney) has the burden of proving that the abuser committed the crime “beyond a reasonable
doubt.”

COMMON LEGAL TERMS
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Deposition — Before lawyers try cases, they need to learn everything they can about what has
happened in the case. To do this, they usually want to speak with the people involved. To make
sure that what people tell them is true, they often do this in a deposition. In a deposition, the
lawyer will ask the person, called the “deponent,” questions about their part in the case or their
own personal history. The person is under oath while this happens, and what they say is recorded.
The lawyers may use this testimony to prove things in their case in the future. 

Standard of Evidence (related to “Burden of Proof” above) — In a civil case such as a protective
order hearing, the standard of evidence is by a preponderance of the evidence (i.e., the judge will
issue a protective order if the evidence indicates that it is more likely than not that the abuse
happened or if the judge believes the victim’s version of the story 51% over the abuser’s version of
the story). In a criminal case such as a trial to determine if the abuser committed the misdemeanor
crime of domestic violence, the standard of evidence is beyond a reasonable doubt (i.e., the
abuser/defendant will be convicted of the crime if the evidence indicates that there is no
reasonable doubt that the defendant committed this crime). In other words, the standard of
evidence for obtaining a protective order (civil) is much lower than the standard of evidence for
obtaining a conviction (criminal), however, the burden of proof still rests with the victim in a civil
case. 

Subpoena — Lawyers may ask a court to require people to testify, by getting a document called a
subpoena. A subpoena means the person has to testify, and the judge can order jail time or a fine if
the person refuses. 

Testimony — This word refers to anything a person says at a deposition, a hearing, or a trial if the
person has sworn an oath of truthfulness.

COMMON LEGAL TERMS
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RECENT CHANGES TO VIRGINIA LAW

In 2016, the Virginia General Assembly passed landmark bipartisan legislation recognizing
the lethal intersection of domestic violence and firearms access, making it a Class 6 felony
for any person who is subject to a final 2-year protective order for family abuse (Va.Code
Ann. §16.1-279.1) to possess a firearm while the order is in effect. 

In 2020, Virginia State Law, was further updated to reflect the Federal Gun Control Act,
prohibiting any person subject to final 2-year protective orders (Family Abuse, Va.Code
Ann. §16.1-279.1 and Acts of Violence, Va.Code Ann. §19.2-152.10) from knowingly
purchasing, possessing, or transporting firearms, including concealed handgun permits and
ammunition while the order is in effect. A violation of this law is a class 6 felony in Virginia
(Va.Code Ann. §18.2-308.1:4). 

The 2020 law included clarifying language outlining a process for the surrender of
firearms as well as a clear and consistent process for Virginia courts to certify that
respondents have disposed of their firearms when a final 2-year Protective Order is issued.

Family Abuse & Acts of Violence Protective Orders

Assault and Battery of a Family or Household Member
In 2021, the Virginia General Assembly passed legislation bringing Virginia law into closer
alignment with federal law by prohibiting individuals who have been convicted of
assaulting a family or household member from purchasing, possessing, or transporting a
firearm for three years following their conviction date. A violation of this law is a class 1
misdemeanor in Virginia. 

An important distinction for advocates to be aware of is that this law applies a slightly
different definition of “family or household member” - excluding dating and non-married
partners.  

From Va. Code Ann. §18.2-308.1:8 Section B: For the purposes of this section, "family or
household member" means (i) the person's spouse, whether or not he resides in the same
home with the person; (ii) the person's former spouse, whether or not he resides in the same
home with the person; or (iii) any individual who has a child in common with the person,
whether or not the person and that individual have been married or have resided together at
any time."
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BEST PRACTICES

Substantial Risk Order
In 2020, the Virginia General Assembly passed legislation to create new
Substantial Risk Orders (Va. Code Ann. §19.2-152.13, Emergency Substantial
Risk Orders and Va. Code Ann. §19.2-152.14, Substantial Risk Orders) designed
to remove firearms from individuals who pose an immediate threat to themselves 
or others.

RECENT CHANGES TO VIRGINIA LAW
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Substantial Risk Order (SRO) Family Abuse & Acts of Violence
Protective Orders (PO)

Who initiates the process? Commonwealth’s Attorney or Law
Enforcement Officer. Survivor/Victim or Petitioner.

What must be proven?

That the respondent poses a
substantial risk of personal injury to

themselves or others in the near
future by their possession or

acquisition of a firearm.

That the respondent has committed
any act involving violence, force, or
threat that results in physical injury
or places one in reasonable fear of

death, sexual assault, or bodily
injury. Such acts include, but are not

limited to, any forceful detention,
stalking, criminal sexual assault or
any criminal offense that results in

bodily injury or places you in
reasonable fear of death, sexual

assault, or bodily injury.

Standard of proof
Probable cause for Emergency SRO,
Clear and convincing evidence for

Final SRO.
Preponderance of evidence.

Factors considered in deciding
whether or not the burden has

been met

The Judge or Magistrate shall
consider any relevant evidence,

including any recent acts of
violence, force, or threat by such
person directed toward another
person or toward themselves.

The Judge or Magistrate shall
consider any relevant evidence,

including any recent acts of
violence, force, or threat by such

person directed toward the
petitioner.

Court Review/Approval

Court review or approval is required
prior to the prohibition on

purchase/possession and removal of
firearms taking effect.

Court review or approval is required
prior to the prohibition on

purchase/possession and removal of
firearms taking effect.

SUBSTANTIAL RISK ORDER VS PROTECTIVE ORDER
A  SIDE-BY-SIDE COMPARISON
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Substantial Risk Order (SRO) Family Abuse & Acts of Violence
Protective Orders (PO)

How are firearms removed?

The respondent is advised to
surrender their firearms to law

enforcement. The law enforcement
agency that executed the order shall

take custody of all firearms
voluntarily relinquished. Law

enforcement may also seek a search
warrant if the law-enforcement

officer has reason to believe that the
person who is subject to the
substantial risk order has not
relinquished all firearms in his

possession.

The respondent is required to
surrender their firearms - to a
designated law enforcement

agency, firearms dealer, or third
party who is legally able to

possess firearms - within 24 hours
of being

served with the order. The
respondent must also surrender

any concealed weapons permits to
the court who issued the

protective order or to the court
who issued the concealed

weapons permit for the duration of
that order.

 

Is a hearing to challenge the
removal of firearms automatically
scheduled? If so, when is it held?

Yes, within 14 days of a Temporary
Ex Parte SRO being granted. No.

Length of prohibition on
purchase/possession of firearms

A Temporary Ex Parte SRO lasts for
up to 14 days, a Final SRO may be

issued for a period of up to 180 days.

For the duration of the order, up to 2
years.

Renewal of Order

Yes, a petitioner may request that
an SRO be extended up to 180

additional days before its
expiration. The court

may extend the order for a period
not longer than 180 days if the

court finds
by clear and convincing evidence

that
the respondent continues to pose
a substantial risk of personal injury
to himself or to other individuals in

the near future by such person's
possession or acquisition of a

firearm at the time the request for
an extension is made.

 

Yes, a petitioner or respondent may
request to modify, dissolve, or

extend the protective order at any
time before its expiration.
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Substantial Risk Order (SRO)
Family Abuse & Acts of Violence

Protective Orders (PO)

Is third party transfer available?

The person subject to the order and the
transferee appear at the hearing;
At the hearing, the attorney for the
Commonwealth advises the court that a
law-enforcement agency has determined
that the transferee is not prohibited from
possessing or transporting a firearm;
The transferee does not reside with the
person subject to the order;
The court informs the transferee of the
requirements and penalties under §
18.2-308.2:1; and
The court, after considering all relevant
factors and any evidence or testimony
from the person subject to the order,
approves the transfer of the firearm
subject to such restrictions as the court
deems necessary.

Yes, a respondent may transfer their firearms
to another individual 21 years of age or older
who is not otherwise prohibited by law from
possessing such firearm if:

 

The respondent may transfer or sell
firearms in their possession to

another individual who is legally able
to possess a firearm.

Referral to Community Services No.

Yes, a Judge can refer a respondent
to appropriate community-based
services for batterer’s intervention

programming, etc.

Early Termination of Order

Yes, the respondent may request the
termination of an SRO at least 30

days after it was issued. Who bears
the burden of proof was not stated.

Yes, the respondent or petitioner
may request dissolution or

modification of the order, including
provisions of protection included in

the order at any time.

Full Faith and Credit
No, these orders are not valid across

state lines.
Yes, these orders are valid in other

states and territories.

Statute(s)
VA Code Ann. §§ 19.2-152.13 -

19.2-152.17 VA Code Ann. § 16.1-279.1
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BEST
PRACTICES

WHAT ADVOCATES NEED TO KNOW

F I R E A R M S  R E S T R I C T I O N S
&  P R O T E C T I V E  O R D E R S

Virginia Sexual & Domestic Violence Action Alliance



What we do?

BACKGROUND

In recent years, the Virginia General
Assembly has recognized the incredible
risk that firearms pose to survivors of
sexual and domestic violence by enacting
laws that prohibit the purchase, transport,
and possession of firearms by those who
commit violence as well as those who
exhibit significant risk factors for violence
against themselves or others in the
community. As Virginia’s leading voice on
sexual and domestic violence, the Action
Alliance supports policies to remove
firearms from these dangerous and
potentially lethal situations while giving
advocates, systems partners, and courts
the additional tools needed in order to
effectively enforce these measures and to
ensure safety for survivors, their families,
and the broader community. 

 

Many of the recent changes to Virginia
code substantially impact the lives and
safety of survivors of sexual and
intimate partner violence. In order to
effectively assist survivors in making
decisions regarding petitioning for
protective orders and with safety
planning, it is essential that advocates
are knowledgeable about both the
legal remedies (as they pertain to
firearms) and the processes and
procedures in their communities
forimplementation of these new
remedies. 

Firearms restrictions and protective order laws have been rapidly
changing in Virginia
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If you are an advocate or survivor in need of safety
planning, support, or legal assistance, please
contact our Statewide Hotline toll-free (24 hours a
day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year) by telephone at
1.800.838.8238, by text atI 804.793.9999, or by chat
at https://www.vadata.org/chat/.

INTRODUCTION

This tool is intended to serve as a foundational resource for sexual and
domestic violence advocates - in their work with survivors and communities -
to maximize safety and to ensure compliance with Virginia law. For more
information on how to best use this tool and/or for technical assistance and
training to support implementation in your community, please contact the
Virginia Sexual & Domestic Violence Action Alliance. 

For more information on the intersections of sexual and domestic violence 
and firearms access, see our Guns and Domestic Violence: A Lethal
Combination Fact Sheet and Guns and Domestic Violence Infographic. 

PURPOSE OF THE TOOLKIT
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RECENT CHANGES TO VIRGINIA LAW

In 2016, the Virginia General Assembly passed landmark bipartisan legislation recognizing
the lethal intersection of domestic violence and firearms access, making it a Class 6 felony
for any person who is subject to a final 2-year protective order for family abuse (Va.Code
Ann. §16.1-279.1) to possess a firearm while the order is in effect. 

In 2020, Virginia State Law, was further updated to reflect the Federal Gun Control Act,
prohibiting any person subject to final 2-year protective orders (Family Abuse, Va.Code
Ann. §16.1-279.1 and Acts of Violence, Va.Code Ann. §19.2-152.10) from knowingly
purchasing, possessing, or transporting firearms, including concealed handgun permits and
ammunition while the order is in effect. A violation of this law is a class 6 felony in Virginia
(Va.Code Ann. §18.2-308.1:4). 

The 2020 law included clarifying language outlining a process for the surrender of
firearms as well as a clear and consistent process for Virginia courts to certify that
respondents have disposed of their firearms when a final 2-year Protective Order is issued.

Family Abuse & Acts of Violence Protective Orders

Assault and Battery of a Family or Household Member
In 2021, the Virginia General Assembly passed legislation bringing Virginia law into closer
alignment with federal law by prohibiting individuals who have been convicted of
assaulting a family or household member from purchasing, possessing, or transporting a
firearm for three years following their conviction date. A violation of this law is a class 1
misdemeanor in Virginia. 

An important distinction for advocates to be aware of is that this law applies a slightly
different definition of “family or household member” - excluding dating and non-married
partners.  

From Va. Code Ann. §18.2-308.1:8 Section B: For the purposes of this section, "family or
household member" means (i) the person's spouse, whether or not he resides in the same
home with the person; (ii) the person's former spouse, whether or not he resides in the same
home with the person; or (iii) any individual who has a child in common with the person,
whether or not the person and that individual have been married or have resided together at
any time."
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Substantial Risk Order
In 2020, the Virginia General Assembly passed legislation to create new
Substantial Risk Orders (Va. Code Ann. §19.2-152.13, Emergency Substantial
Risk Orders and Va. Code Ann. §19.2-152.14, Substantial Risk Orders) designed
to remove firearms from individuals who pose an immediate threat to themselves or
others.

RECENT CHANGES TO VIRGINIA LAW
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Early and ongoing conversations with survivors regarding firearms and firearms
access is vital to safety planning, whether they chose to petition for a protective order
or not. The presence of firearms can greatly impact a survivor’s decision-making and
safety.

All survivors should be educated on the connections between intimate partner
violence and firearms access. As an advocate, it may help to become familiar with the
Action Alliance’s fact sheet Guns & Domestic Violence: A Lethal Combination and to be
able to use data and trends in survivor experiences to not only validate a survivor, but also
to help them understand lethality in these situations. 

Be aware of how your community and the courts implement notification and
surrender procedures for respondents in protective order cases and be able to
communicate the process to survivors/petitioners. 

Inform the survivor about the process by which the court/judge will notify the
respondent of the firearms provisions and how compliance will be enforced including the
requirements for the respondent to surrender firearms and the penalty for failure to
surrender.

Utilize I-CAN! Virginia (the online forms completion program for protective orders) to
assist survivors in the preparation of court forms required to ask the court for a protective
order: https://vacourtformhelp.courts.state.va.us/

 CONSIDERATIONS FOR ADVOCATES
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Inform survivors about how to report violations of protective orders and violations of
firearm restrictions. Support them in their decision-making process regarding reporting
violations and in making plans for their safety.

Make sure you have a clear understanding of the differences between a Family Abuse
or Acts of Violence Protective Order and a Substantial Risk Order and that you can
inform survivors of the differences.

Work in your community to ensure that processes are in place to implement these
new laws.

For additional technical assistance
and training for your agency or

community partners contact the
Virginia Sexual and Domestic

Violence Action Alliance at 804-377-
0335 or on our website
www.vsdvalliance.org

 
For Law Enforcement Training contact

the Virginia Department of Criminal
Justice Services Substantial Risk

Order Training Coordinator.
 
 
 

 CONSIDERATIONS FOR ADVOCATES
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PRACTICES
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Virginia Sexual & Domestic Violence Action Alliance

SUPPORTING RESPONDENT EDUCATION



In addition to supporting safety planning and helping to navigate legal options for
survivors, advocates can work with local courts, law enforcement, and systems
partners to ensure that respondents of final protective orders fully understand the
firearms restrictions that may be impacting them and how to comply with those laws
most effectively. Clear, consistent, and accessible respondent education is key to
supporting survivor and community safety.
 

INTRODUCTION

Recent changes in Virginia code pertaining to firearms, firearm restrictions,
surrender of firearms, and new Substantial Risk Orders can substantially
impact the lives and safety of survivors of intimate partner violence. It is
essential that advocates, courts, and local law enforcement agencies are
knowledgeable about both the legal remedies as they pertain to firearms and
the processes and procedures in their communities for implementation of
these new remedies. 

This document is intended to serve as a resource for sexual and domestic
violence advocates and systems partners to maximize safety and to ensure
compliance with Virginia law. For more information on how to best use this
tool and/or for technical assistance and training to support implementation in
your community, please contact the Virginia Sexual & Domestic Violence
Action Alliance. 
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Start with some basic information like the deadline to surrender, where to
surrender, how to surrender, and the type of proof required if any.

Note that Virginia law requires respondents in final protective order cases to
relinquish access to their firearms within 24 hours after being served with the
order. See Va. Code Ann. § 18.2-308.1:4.

Be sure that language accessibility is considered in any educational materials
produced. Avoid using overly technical or legal terminology - use plain and
simple language.

Some of the questions (regarding respondent education and compliance) that
advocates, courts, and law enforcement can be working together to address
include: 

 

What kind of information will a respondent need to know 
to safely comply with Virginia law? 

How can courts, law enforcement, and advocates clearly communicate 
these requirements with a respondent? 
What points of contact exist (i.e. service of the order, court hearing, etc.)?

How will a respondent’s firearms be turned over, stored, and returned?

Are there best practices (i.e. compliance hearings, respondent liaisons) 
that your locality might consider adopting? 

INTRODUCTION
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HOW DO I TRANSFER
MY FIREARMS?

Bring a loaded firearm to the
law enforcement agency.
Bring ammunition with the
firearm when you turn in the
firearm.
Put your firearm in a locked
glove compartment.
Bring a firearm to court.

DO NOT

RESPONDENT EDUCATION FORM TO ACCOMPANY 
FORM DC-649 MASTER 07/20

Transfer your firearms to the designated local law
enforcement agency;
Sell or transfer your firearms to a dealer as
defined in Va. Code Ann. § 18.2-308.2:2, or
Sell or transfer your firearms to any person who is
legally allowed to possess such firearms. 

What is a firearm (as defined by Virginia law)?

If I have firearms, what am I required to do 
by Virginia law? 
Within 24 hours after being served with a protective
order, you must: 

How do I sell or transfer my firearms? 
Ask the judge or court services staff about the local
procedure for transferring firearms to law
enforcement. If they do not have this information,
call your local law enforcement agency to ask about
their procedures for transfer and storage. DO NOT
show up to the local law enforcement agency
with your firearms. Call first, ask them how to
proceed and what to expect before traveling
anywhere with your firearms.

Unload your firearm.
Put your firearm in the trunk.
Call ahead to the law
enforcement agency.

DOHandgun
Rifle

Shotgun
Assault Weapon

1

2

3
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If you wish to sell or transfer your firearms to a local,
licensed firearms dealer, look under “firearms
dealers” in your Yellow Pages or in an internet
search. Make sure they are a licensed dealer as
defined in Va. Code Ann. § 18.2-308.2:2 and call to
inquire about their transfer process, storage details,
and/or selling guidance before showing up. 

If I transfer my firearms to law enforcement, a
licensed dealer, or to a person who can legally
possess a firearm, how long will they have to
keep them for me? 
Firearms are to be kept out of your possession as
long as the order is in effect. This is required by
state and federal law and is punishable as a class 6
felony, 1-5 years imprisonment and/or a fine up to
$2,500, in Virginia. If you have transferred your
firearms to law enforcement or to a licensed dealer,
ask about their process for firearms return when the
order has expired or is no longer in effect.

4

HOW DO I TRANSFER
MY FIREARMS?
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A BENCH GUIDE FOR JUDGES

Virginia Sexual & Domestic Violence Action Alliance



INTRODUCTION

Recent changes in Virginia code pertaining to firearms, firearm restrictions,
surrender of firearms, and new Substantial Risk Orders can substantially
impact the lives and safety of survivors of family and intimate partner violence.
It is essential that courts, advocates, local law enforcement agencies, and
systems partners are knowledgeable about both the legal remedies as they
pertain to firearms and the processes and procedures in their communities 
for the implementation of these new remedies. 

As a judge, understanding how to effectively elicit information on firearms
possession or access and how to educate respondents on firearms restrictions
required by law is a critical step in supporting safety and accountability. 
This bench guide is intended to serve as a resource to maximize public safety
and to ensure compliance with Virginia law. For more information on how
to best use this tool and/or for technical assistance and training to support
implementation in your locality or courtroom, please contact the Office of 
the Executive Secretary of the Supreme Court of Virginia or the Virginia
Sexual & Domestic Violence Action Alliance. 
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Virginia State Law prohibits people who are subject to final Family Abuse and Act of
Violence Protective Orders (Va. Code Ann. § 16.1-279.1 and 19.2-152.10) and Substantial
Risk Orders (Va. Code Ann. § 19.2-152.14.) from knowingly purchasing, possessing,
transporting, and/or receiving firearms, including concealed handgun permits and
ammunition while the order is in effect. Violation of these firearm restrictions for final Family
Abuse and Act of Violence Protective Orders is a Class 6 felony. Violation of these firearm
restrictions for a Substantial Risk Order is a Class 1 misdemeanor. 
 
Va. Code Ann. § 18.2-308.1:8 also outlines that any person who knowingly and intentionally
purchases, possesses, or transports any firearm following a misdemeanor conviction for
assault and battery of a family or household member is guilty of a Class 1 misdemeanor.
These firearm restrictions are effective for three years following the date of conviction. 
 
These recent changes to Virginia law also require courts and law enforcement agencies to
adopt uniform practices for notifying respondents of the firearm restrictions that they are
subject to as well as certifying and enforcing these restrictions in the courtroom and in the
community. This includes:

Notifying respondents of the firearm restrictions that they are subject to
and for how long;  

Advising respondents on ways to safely surrender their firearms, including
information on locations for surrender and the time limit in which they are
required to do so; 

Communicating the consequences of failure to comply with this law and
the firearms certification process set forth by the court;  

Use of a certification form (DC-649 provided by the Office of the Executive
Secretary) for respondents to file with the clerk of the court certifying that
they have surrendered access to firearms for the duration of the order; and

Application of a penalty (contempt of court) for any respondent’s willful
failure to comply with the certification requirements set forth by the court. 

INTRODUCTION
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EDUCATION AND ENFORCEMENT
 IN THE COURTROOM

The courtroom can be a critical place to facilitate education and understanding - for both
petitioners and respondents - on what the law is and ensuring that it is effectively and
easily followed. Making some small changes to courtroom practices can support this
process and can have lasting impacts on individual and community safety after an order
has been issued by the court. Here's what we recommend:

How to safely surrender firearms to the designated local law enforcement
agency; 
How to sell or transfer firearms to a dealer as defined in Va. Code Ann.
§ 18.2-308.2:2, 
How to sell or transfer firearms to any person who is not otherwise
prohibited by law from possessing a firearm. 

During the final hearing, specify firearm prohibitions included in
the protective order, i.e., directives against the purchase, sale,
transportation, or possession or control of firearms, ammunition, and
concealed handgun permits as required by Va. Code Ann. §§ 18.2-
308.1:4 and 18.2-308.2:1.

Provide the respondent with specific information on local options
for surrendering firearms, including: 

 

You can ensure that the respondent understands (by eliciting verbal
confirmation, during the hearing, if able) the firearm prohibitions 
outlined by state and federal law and included in the final order.

You can ensure that the respondent understands (by eliciting
verbal confirmation, during the hearing, if able) the options

available for safely surrendering their firearms.

1

2
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EDUCATION AND ENFORCEMENT
 IN THE COURTROOM

Within 24 hours after being served with a protective order in accordance
with subsection C of Va. Code Ann. § 16.1-279.1 or subsection C of Va.
Code Ann. § 19.2-152.10 shall surrender, sell, or transfer any firearms
possessed in accordance with the options for surrendering above. 

Within 48 hours after being served with a protective order in accordance
with subsection C of § Va. Code Ann. 16.1-279.1 or subsection C of Va.
Code Ann. § 19.2-152.10, the respondent shall certify in writing, on a
form provided by the Office of the Executive Secretary of the Supreme
Court, that they do not possess any firearms or that all firearms
possessed by such person have been surrendered, sold, or transferred
and file such certification with the clerk of the court that entered the
protective order. 

Provide respondent with specific information on the timeframe to
surrender firearms and the timeframe and process for filing
certification with the clerk of the court:

You can ensure that the respondent understands (by eliciting verbal
confirmation, during the hearing, if able) the timeframe within which 

to surrender any firearms and the timeframe and process for filing 
this certification with the clerk of the court. 

3
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Willful failure of any person to certify in writing in accordance with this
section that all firearms possessed by such person have been
surrendered, sold, or transferred or that such person does not possess
any firearms shall constitute contempt of court.”

Provide the respondent with information on penalties for
noncompliance with the law.

EDUCATION AND ENFORCEMENT
 IN THE COURTROOM

You can ensure that the respondent has an opportunity 
to ask any clarifying questions and/or seek information from 

the court on how to best comply with the law. 
 

4
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Make sure that petitioners know about the firearm prohibitions required
of respondents when petitioning for an order and/or when final protective
orders are issued. 

Consider the use of a respondent info-sheet or educational resource that
can be provided during the protective order process and prior to firearms
surrender. This is a low-cost, easy practice to implement that can result in a
smoother and safer firearms surrender process for everyone. For examples of
these, see our Supporting Respondent Education tool here.

Facilitate connections between the petitioner and your local sexual 
and domestic violence program or victim-witness advocate. Studies
consistently show that when victims of family and intimate partner violence
are connected to an advocate, they have far more successful outcomes in
seeking safety, justice, and healing. 

 

It is important to understand the substantial and often elevated risk of lethality that
survivors of family and intimate partner violence face during this time. The court can do
several things to support accountability for respondents, survivor safety, and public safety.

SUPPORTING PETITIONER SAFETY

Magistrates, Clerk Services Staff, and other Judicial officers can
practice sharing this information with anyone who presents
wishing to petition for a protective order. Survivors of violence
often know best how their abusers will respond to particular
interventions (legal or otherwise) and the likelihood of escalating
and sometimes even lethal violence. 
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Support the establishment, and routine assessment, of a process by
which a respondent in the case of a protective order, may safely and
promptly surrender their firearms to the designated law enforcement agency.

Advocate that the court and/or law enforcement establish petitioner
notification procedures that provide petitioners with notice and/or the
opportunity to be heard prior to the return of firearms to the respondent. 

Inform the petitioner and respondent that, upon expiration of a protection
order, the firearm prohibition will terminate unless state or federal law
otherwise prohibit possession or ownership. Remind the petitioner that the
protection order must be current to enforce any firearm prohibition in the
order or pursuant to 18 U.S.C. §922(g)(8).

 

SUPPORTING PETITIONER SAFETY

This resource was developed in partnership
with the Virginia Domestic Violence

& Firearms Workgroup, a project of the
Virginia Sexual & Domestic Violence

Action Alliance, and is based on the work
of the National Center on Protection

 Orders and Full Faith & Credit.
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THE ROLE OF LAW ENFORCEMENT
IN ACHIEVING VICTIM SAFETY
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Virginia Sexual & Domestic Violence Action Alliance



INTRODUCTION

Recent changes in Virginia code pertaining to firearms, firearm restrictions,
surrender of firearms, and new Substantial Risk Orders can substantially impact the
lives and safety of survivors of family and intimate partner violence. It is essential
that courts, advocates, local law enforcement agencies, and systems partners are
knowledgeable about both the legal remedies as they pertain to firearms and the
processes and procedures in their communities for implementation of these new
remedies.

Virginia State Law prohibits people who are subject to final Family Abuse and Act of
Violence Protective Orders (Va. Code Ann. § 16.1-279.1 and 19.2-152.10) and
Substantial Risk Orders (Va. Code Ann. § 19.2-152.14.) from knowingly purchasing,
possessing, transporting, and/or receiving firearms, including concealed handgun
permits and ammunition while the order is in effect. Violation of these firearm
restrictions for final Family Abuse and Act of Violence Protective Orders is a Class 6
felony. Violation of these firearm restrictions for a Substantial Risk Order is a Class 1
misdemeanor. 

Va. Code Ann. § 18.2-308.1:8 also outlines that any person who knowingly and
intentionally purchases, possesses, or transports any firearm following a
misdemeanor conviction for assault and battery of a family or household member is
guilty of a Class 1 misdemeanor. These firearm restrictions are effective for three
years following the date of conviction. 

These recent changes to Virginia law also require courts and law enforcement
agencies to adopt uniform practices for notifying respondents of the firearm
restrictions that they are subject to as well as certifying and enforcing these
restrictions in the courtroom and in the community. 
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The uniform practices for notifying respondents of the firearm restrictions that they are
subject to and enforcing such restrictions in the courtroom and in the community include:

Notifying respondents of the firearm restrictions that they are subject to and for
how long; 

Advising respondents on ways to safely surrender their firearms, including
information on locations for surrender and the time limit in which they are
required to do so;

Communicating the consequences of failure to comply with this law and the
firearms certification process set forth by the court; 

Service of Protective Orders to Respondents; 

Use of a certification form (DC-649 provided by the Office of the Executive
Secretary) for respondents to file with the clerk of the court certifying that they
have surrendered access to firearms for the duration of the order; 

Application of a penalty (contempt of court) for any respondent’s willful failure
to comply with the certification requirements set forth by the court; 

Consistent and effective enforcement of the provisions of a Protective Order. 

INTRODUCTION

Law Enforcement can play an important role in supporting safety and 
accountability in the community. Understanding state and federal firearm 

restrictions as well as best practices in service of orders and community 
implementation of the law can be crucial to preventing gun violence and intimate 

partner homicide. This tool is intended to serve as a resource to maximize public safety 
and to ensure compliance with Virginia law. For more information on how to best use this 

tool and/or for technical assistance and training to support implementation in your locality 
or courtroom, please contact the Virginia Department of Criminal Justice Services or the 

Virginia Sexual & Domestic Violence Action Alliance.
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Work with local Domestic Violence Advocacy Programs to: 

Work with local Courts & Judges to:

 

Service of protective orders, at both the temporary/ex parte stage and upon issuance of
the final order after a hearing, presents an important opportunity for officers to learn about
respondent access to firearms, notify respondents about any prohibitions on possession
and/or orders to surrender, and to obtain surrender of firearms from respondents.

At the same time, the service stage may present significant danger to victims and others,
including officers. Local Law Enforcement Agencies should consider the following
strategies to protect victims and the broader community from lethal backlash and to
enhance the systems response to domestic violence:

Support safety planning with the victim prior to service of the order
Notify the victim (and the court) promptly after an order has been served
Obtain information that can facilitate safe service and recovery of firearms
(where authorized)
Join or establish a Coordinated Community Response (CCR) for your locality
Receive training regarding the lethal intersection of domestic violence and
firearms access for officers tasked with serving protective orders

Adopt a formal policy or protocol governing law enforcement’s responsibilities during
service of a protective order and with respect to firearms surrender and seizure
Adopt use of a respondent education sheet that can be provided to the
respondent upon service of the order as well as in court for the final hearing
and compliance monitoring. 
Notify victims about the result of the service process, including whether
firearms have been surrendered
Ensure robust communication with respondents on their options for complying
with the firearm restrictions set forth in state and federal law.

STRATEGIES TO ENHANCE VICTIM SAFETY
AND ENSURE RESPONDENT COMPLIANCE
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Work with Respondents in Protective Order cases to:  

Work within your local Law Enforcement Agency to: 

 

STRATEGIES TO ENHANCE VICTIM SAFETY
AND ENSURE RESPONDENT COMPLIANCE

Ensure a clear understanding of the provisions of a protective order, including
firearms restrictions and when, where, and how to safely surrender firearms and
comply with the law.
Ensure a clear understanding of the local practices regarding storage of firearms
and restoration of rights after dissolution or expiration of an order or a prohibition. 

Establish protocol requiring a criminal background check on respondents to
determine whether there have any outstanding warrants, other protective orders,
or pending charges or past convictions, and whether respondents are on
probation or parole.
Ensure that serving officers inquire about firearms access/possession and,
consistent with Virginia law and local practices, seize or seek voluntary surrender of
firearms, including taking firearms for safekeeping purposes, where appropriate.
Ensure that serving officers explain any firearm restrictions to the respondent and
relay the local process for surrendering firearms to comply with such restrictions;
in addition, officers can provide written information regarding federal and state
law to which a respondent may be subject.
Consider an agency policy or an internal practice that prioritizes service of
protective orders to armed respondents and/or to those respondents who have
been found to exhibit high risk/lethal behaviors. For more information on what
these behaviors are, see Lethality Assessment Program (LAP) from the Virginia
Office of the Attorney General: https://www.oag.state.va.us/programs-
initiatives/lethality-assessment-program. 
Ensure the adoption of policies that require the immediate entry of protection
orders and relevant service information into VCIN.
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BUILDING A COORDINATED COMMUNITY RESPONSE

Virginia Sexual & Domestic Violence Action Alliance



Almost 35% of homicides occurring in Virginia are related to domestic violence.
While both men and women are victims of domestic violence, women are far more
likely to be killed at the hands of an intimate partner, while men are more likely to
be killed as a bystander or in an altercation over an intimate partner.
Over half, or 56%, of family and intimate partner (FIP) homicides involve a firearm,
and just over 80% of homicides occurred within a residence.
Approximately 40% of all family and intimate partner homicides occur while or after
a relationship is ending.
Of all family and intimate partner related homicide events, over 20% or one-fifth
are homicide-suicide events.

Since the beginning of Virginia’s Family and Intimate Partner Violence
Homicide Surveillance project in 1999, what have we learned?

INTRODUCTION
The effective implementation of Virginia’s firearm laws related to Family and
intimate partner violence is best achieved through a Coordinated Community
Response (CCR) that includes systems partners and community leaders in
understanding and enforcing these laws. It is recommended that local
communities utilize a CCR or multi-disciplinary group to create a seamless
and transparent approach to issuance and enforcement of protective orders,
including Substantial Risk Orders, and other firearm restrictions. 

What we know is that communities can significantly reduce the risk of
family and intimate partner-related homicide events from ever occurring

by establishing consistent, coordinated, community responses.

This document is intended to serve as a resource for sexual and domestic violence 
advocates and systems partners to maximize safety and to ensure compliance with 
Virginia law. For more  information on how to best use this tool and/or for technical 
assistance and training to support implementation in your community, please contact 
the Virginia Sexual & Domestic Violence  Action Alliance.
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People subject to final Family Abuse Protective Orders.
People subject to final Acts of Violence Protective Orders.
People subject to Emergency Substantial Risk Orders.
People subject to Substantial Risk Orders.
People who have been convicted of assault and battery against a family or household
member (spouse, former spouse, or those with a child in common).

People subject to Emergency Family Abuse Protective Orders.
People subject to Preliminary Family Abuse Protective Orders.
People subiect to Emergency Acts of Violence Protective Orders
People subject to Preliminary Acts of Violence Protective Orders.

Firearm purchase, possession, and transport restrictions apply to:

Firearm purchase and transport restrictions apply to:

Family Abuse Protective Orders and Acts of Violence Protective Orders 

Va. Code Ann. §18.2-308.1:4 outlines the firearm restrictions for both final Family Abuse
Protective Orders and Acts of Violence Protective Orders. It is unlawful for any person
subject to a protective order entered pursuant to §16.1-279.1 or §19.2-152.10 to
purchase, transport, or knowingly possess any firearm while the order is in effect (with the
exception of a 24-hour period from the time the order was issued to surrender or sell any
such firearm). A violation of this section is a Class 6 Felony.

It is unlawful for anyone subject to an Emergency or Preliminary Family Abuse or Acts of
Violence Protective Order to purchase or transport a firearm.

WHO CAN'T HAVE A GUN?
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Substantial Risk Orders 

Va. Code Ann. §19.2-152.13 outlines firearms restrictions for those subject to Emergency
Substantial Risk Orders. A person subject to this order is advised to, upon service,
relinquish any firearms in their possession to law enforcement. The order also prohibits
purchasing, transporting, and possessing a firearm for the duration of the order (up to 14
days).

Va. Code Ann. §19.2-152.14 outlines firearms restrictions for those subject to Substantial
Risk Protective Orders. A person subject to this order may not purchase, transport, or
possess a firearm for the duration of the order (up to 180 days). A violation of this section
is a Class 1 Misdemeanor. 

Any person subject to either order, Emergency Substantial Risk or Substantial Risk, is
prohibited from carrying a concealed weapon and must surrender their permit to the court
while the order is in effect.

Criminal Assault and Battery of a Family or Household Member 

Va. Code Ann. § 18.2-308.1:8 outlines that any person who knowingly and intentionally
purchases, possesses, or transports any firearm following a misdemeanor conviction for
assault and battery of a family or household member is guilty of a Class 1 misdemeanor.
These firearm restrictions are effective for three years following the date of conviction. 

For the purposes of this code section, "family or household member" means (i) the
person's spouse, whether or not he resides in the same home with the person; (ii) the
person's former spouse, whether or not he resides in the same home with the person; or
(iii) any individual who has a child in common with the person, whether or not the person
and that individual have been married or have resided together at any time.

WHO CAN'T HAVE A GUN?
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WHO ARE THE SYSTEMS PLAYERS?

It is important that each system
actor (i.e., victim/survivor
advocate, judge, law enforcement
officer, etc.) clearly understand
their role and the role of their
partners in the effective issuance
and enforcement of all protective
orders. Ensuring that firearms
restrictions are properly applied
requires strong coordination and
collaboration within each
jurisdiction and across partners.
Judicial and advocacy-based
leadership can be very helpful in
moving a CCR forward to meet
these goals and in ensuring
survivor safety in the community. 

The Coordinated Community
Response (CCR) model works in
communities with the players on the
next page to develop more effective
and consistent responses to family 
and intimate partner violence, sexual
assault, and stalking. It brings
community-based sexual and
domestic violence advocacy
programs, law enforcement, criminal
justice, human services, and systems
partners together to coordinate
trauma-informed responses,
integrating best practices so that
victims and the community as a whole
are safer, systems of accountability are
in place for those who commit abuse,
and the burden of preventing violence
is shifted from the victim to the
community.

 AND WHAT ARE THEIR ROLES?
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WHO ARE THE SYSTEMS PLAYERS?
 AND WHAT ARE THEIR ROLES?

Accept and process petitions for Family Abuse Protective Orders.
Accept and process petitions for Acts of Violence Protective Orders if either the
petitioner or the respondent is a juvenile.
Inform petitioners of their right to request firearms relief. 
Inform petitioners with a written explanation of the conditions, procedures, and time
limits applicable to the issuance of protective orders. 

Juvenile and Domestic Relations Court Services (Intake)

The primary role of Juvenile and Domestic Relations Court Services 
staff is to accept petitions for Family Abuse Protective Orders and 

to provide petitioners with information on their rights 
and the process of obtaining a protective order. 

Explain the protective order process and engage in safety planning with the survivor
(see S.A.F.E. tool Strategic Assessment of Firearm Enforcement). 
Helps determine whether firearms are owned by the respondent, how many, and which
firearms the respondent has access to.
Helps determine whether the respondent has a concealed weapons permit and if they
carry a concealed weapon.
Listen to the survivor’s thoughts and fears around a respondent’s access to firearms
and help them determine appropriate safety measures and next steps. 
Help to provide specific information, such as the make and model of each firearm that
the respondent has access to, to the courts.
Helps determine the specific location of firearms and how to access them for the
purposes of surrender and seizure. 

Trained Victim/Survivor Advocates (Community and Systems Based)

The primary role of the advocate is to help a survivor understand their
options and, if appropriate, aid them in obtaining a protective order.
Advocates can explain the process, help to complete the petition, 

and support survivors throughout proceedings.
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WHO ARE THE SYSTEMS PLAYERS?
 AND WHAT ARE THEIR ROLES?

Accept and process petitions for Act of Violence Protective Orders (General District
Clerks).
Provide notice of hearings.
Enter ruling(s) and/or protective order issuance into the Court's database.
Issue protective orders.
Provide notice of firearms restrictions to Respondent.
Provide notice of Law Enforcement Agency that is designated to store firearms.
Provide certification form and accept certification of firearms relinquishment/sale or
transfer by Respondent.
Approve the transfer of firearms.
Follow up and conduct compliance monitoring/hearings.

Courts (Judges, Clerks, Bailiffs)

The primary role of courts is the issuance of protective orders 
and compliance with the provisions of those orders. 

Investigate and petition for Emergency Protective Orders and Emergency Substantial
Risk Orders.
Provide service of orders.
Enter orders into the Virginia Criminal Information Network (VCIN). 
Accept, store, and return firearms that are surrendered.
Search for and seize firearms.
Return and delivery of firearms.
Enforce Protective Orders and ensure compliance with firearms restrictions. 
Follow up and conduct compliance monitoring/hearings.

Law Enforcement

The primary role of law enforcement is service and enforcement 
of protective orders as well as working with community partners 

to establish local firearm surrender, seizure, storage, 
and return procedures. 
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WHO ARE THE SYSTEMS PLAYERS?
 AND WHAT ARE THEIR ROLES?

Enforce and prosecute violations of orders. 
Request/petition for Substantial Risk Orders and for extensions of these orders. 
Prove material facts of the need for a Substantial Risk Order. 

Commonwealth's Attorney/Prosecutors

The primary role of prosecutors, or Commonwealth’s Attorneys, 
is to file petitions (for Substantial Risk Orders only), 

compile and present evidence to the court, and bring forward 
charges for violations of protective orders. 

Inform the court of issues related to weapons/firearms.
Object to conflicting provisions in any existing orders.
Seek enforcement of orders through civil contempt or criminal charges for violations.

Civil Attorneys

The primary role of civil attorneys is to support survivors in 
filing petitions for protective orders, compiling and presenting 

evidence to the court on a survivor’s behalf, and ensuring access 
to protection and justice for survivors in the courts. 

Make determinations regarding the issuance of Emergency Orders. 
Issue Emergency Orders and warrants for violations of firearm restrictions.
Provide information o the public on how to petition for and access Family Abuse and
Acts of Violence Protective Orders.

Magistrates

The primary role of magistrates is to issue Emergency Protective Orders,
Emergency Substantial Risk Orders, and warrants for violations 

of these orders. Magistrates review complaints of criminal 
conduct brought by Law Enforcement or the public. 
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WHO ARE THE SYSTEMS PLAYERS?
 AND WHAT ARE THEIR ROLES?

Deliver pretrial risk assessments. 
Ensure compliance with firearms restrictions related to misdemeanor convictions of
assault and battery against a family or household member or other similar offenses.
Supervise those convicted of assault and battery against a family or household
member or other similar offenses.

Community-Based Probation

The primary role of community-based probation is to assess for 
risk of future violence, supervise those who have been convicted 

of criminal offenses, and provide community referrals for 
rehabilitation and treatment. 

Provide accurate and consistent information to the public about the health and safety
risks of family and intimate partner violence and firearms access.
Create survivor-centered narratives that inform public opinion and support equal
access to safety and justice. 

Local Media/News

The primary role of the Media or News is to inform the public 
and help shape community norms regarding firearms and family 

and intimate partner violence. 
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SUPPLEMENTAL RESOURCES
On the following pages are helpful resources from other state and national
organizations as a supplementation to this toolkit. 

Virginia Action Alliance 2021 Protective Order Brochure 
Virginia Supreme Court Resources:

Hope Card Program 
Gun Owner’s Rights and Responsibilities 
Respondent Certification Form DC649 
Recognizing Dangerousness in Potentially Lethal Cases Bench Guide 

Virginia Pulaski Co. Resources:
Surrendering Firearms 
Respondent Certification
Bench card for Judges
Addendum to affidavit  

Virginia Fairfax Co. Firearms Surrender infographic 
Virginia Arlington Co. Firearm Protocol 
Virginia Charlottesville City Firearm Notice for those convicted of Assault and Battery

Implementing an Effective Firearm Relinquishment Protocol, Battered Women’s
Justice Project. 
Gifford’s Law Center Gun Safety Law Implementation Guide and Checklist
More than Just a Piece of Paper, A Toolkit for Advocates on Firearms and Domestic
Violence During COVID-19 

Virginia-based Resources

National Resources
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